THE PEACEFUL SUBURBAN RETREAT AT DACCA
hospitably entertained) and his own men were quite a
number. One day Jogajiban Goswaird, the other-worldly
and angelic son of the Acharya, now a youngman, invited
Babu Nagendra Nath Chatterjee, one of the most intimate
friends of Vrjaykrishna in the Samaj. Nagendra Babu
came to dine in due time. The iron tongue of Time struck
twelve. Then a couple of hours passed. There was
absolutely nothing wherewith Jogajiban could entertain
him. Anxiety filled all. Only the Master remained
unmoved. His silvery laugh and absolutely unconcerned
looks, were a direct contrast to their dark fears ! The light
of his dreaming eyes was as serene and beautiful as star-
light on a black night. At last, plenty of rice and
vegetables came from somewhere, and the Asram resounded
with thanksgiving to God. When the meals were over,
Nagendra Babu was told what had been the situation, and
this pure old man laughed heartily and loved the Master
infinitely more from that time onwards.
None except the disciples could reside at the Asram at
night, for the Master's disciples practised Pranayam in the
still hours of the night. Pranayam could not possibly be
practised in the presence of outsiders. Although the
Master's Yoga-Sadhana belonged exclusively to the Bhakti-
cult, and Pranayam was really a part of Hatha-Yoga and
Tantra Sadhan, yet Pranayam was made an integral part
of the Yoga Sadhana, for it helps to keep the body of the
Sadhaka pure and sound and makes self-concentration
easily possible. Normally, we have no control over the
Vagus Nerve and its centre, and once with the help of
Pranayam, we come to exercise control over it, all the vital
forces are at once regulated and controlled. The two sets
of fibres, which the Vagus Nerve possesses, come into play,
as during the process of Pranayam there is alternate
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